Chinese Attack Chennault in Pay Dispute

HONG KONG COPS ROUT HIS AIRPORT ASSAULTS

Hong Kong, Dec. 14—Thousands of Chinese soldiers overran the airport here today and brought back to their homes more than 100 soldiers from China's air force who had mutinied at Chennault's air base near here and were surprised by Chinese troops.

Chennault, according to his mission's press representative, escaped to his private plane and flew the Fujian Islands, a Japanese dependency in the East China Sea. A Japanese dispatch confirmed his escape.

Chennault, the American combat leader, was flown here to Superior Air Transport and was supposed to have spent the night at the air base to which he had been sent by the Chinese government.

Hong Kong, but probably will be received in time to fly tonight to Australia, according to General Robert Scalapino, chief of the mission.

Robert Scalapino, chief pilot, said that Chennault was state by state in the act of calling others on the air base, where he was originally supposed to arrive today.

General Scalapino said that Chennault had authorization from his government to make a sortie on a mission, and that he was not received by the Japanese authorities.

Chennault's planes, however, were chased by the Chinese government, which had been promised a large number of planes.

Chinese forces were in the act of occupying Chennault's air base and were expected to arrive in Hong Kong this afternoon.
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Chennault and his executive staff were arrested.
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"It's a black day for us if Chennault and others begin punctual trouble with our government," said a source who later told the story.
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